CURA COLLOQUIUM

"RELIGION AND IDENTITY"
FRIDAYS, 12-1:30 | 152 BAY STATE RD.
2ND FLOOR CONFERENCE ROOM

OCTOBER 11

"How Americans See Jews"
Ellisheva Ash, PhD Student, Religious Studies

OCTOBER 25

"The Networked Paul"
Sean Desilets, Senior Lecturer, BU Writing Program

NOVEMBER 1

"Community Caregivers in Uganda: Popular Religion and an Emerging Social Field"
Nicolette Manglos Weber, Assistant Professor, School of Theology

NOVEMBER 8

"Right-wing Populist Religious Rhetoric in Central Europe"
Emma Rosenberg, PhD Student, Political Science University of Notre Dame

NOVEMBER 22

"Rewriting Religion, Reinventing Gender in Monique Wittig’s Les Guérillères"
Kelly Keenan, PhD Student, Romance Studies

DECEMBER 6

"Splinter Effect: Interrogating Performances of Citizenship and Religious Belonging in State Formation"
Sheila Otieno, PhD Student, School of Theology

DECEMBER 13

"Queered Aspirations: Religious Identity among LGBTQ+ People in Urban Pakistan"
Hafsa Arain, PhD Student, Anthropology

*Attendees must read the working papers in advance of the session. Email cura@bu.edu for your copy.